Non-standard scenarios described by effective contactlike interactions can be revealed only by searching for deviations of the measured observables from the Standard Model (SM) predictions. If deviations were indeed observed within the experimental uncertainty, the identification of their source among the different non-standard interactions should be needed. We here consider the example of the discrimination of gravity in compactified extra dimensions (ADD model) against the four-fermion contact interactions (CI). We present assessments of the identification reach on this scenario, that could be obtained from measurements of the differential cross sections for the fermionic processes e + e − →f f , with f = e, µ, τ, c, b, at the planned ILC.
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Non-standard effective interactions
The non-standard contactlike local interactions we are going to consider are all characterized by corresponding large mass scales Λ αβ and Λ H to some inverse power that specifically depends on the dimension of the relevant effective local operators: a) The compositeness inspired dim-6 four-fermion contact interactions (CI):
with α, β = L, R the helicities of the incoming and outgoing fermions [1] . Generally, this kind of models can describe exchanges between SM particles of very heavy W ′ , Z ′ , leptoquarks, etc.
b) The ADD model of gravity in "large" compactified extra dimensions [2] , that can be parameterized by the dim-8 contactlike interaction [3] :
Here, T µν is the energy-momentum of SM particles, and Λ H essentially represents a cutoff on the exchange (in 4 dimensions) of a tower of Kaluza-Klein, spin-2, massive graviton excitations. For (sub)millimeter extra dimensions, the mass Λ H scale may be expected to be of the TeV size. In principle, in addition to the Planck mass M D in 4 + n dimensions, such that
n/2 with R the compactification radius, there can exist one independent mass scale we denote generically as Λ, that represents the relative strength of tree vs. loop virtual graviton exchanges. In the naive dimensional approximation (NDA), the relation of this extra scale to Λ H in Eq. (2) is [4] :
Moreover, loops with virtual graviton exchanges can generate even 6-dimensional fourfermion interactions similar to the CI in Eq. (1). One example is the axial-axial operator:
with
The current experimental lower bounds on the mass scales in Eqs. (1) and (2), that parametrize the strength of the corresponding contactlike interactions, can be summarized qualitatively as follows [5] :
Discovery and identification of the ADD scenario
Clearly, constraints on Λ αβ and Λ H are determined by the deviations of the observables, O, from the SM expectations. We choose as basic observables the longitudinally polarized differential cross sections, O = dσ/d cos θ, for the fermionic processes e + e − →f f at ILC (f is limited to e, µ, τ, c, b). Obviously, the theoretical expressions of the cross sections including the novel physics (NP), to be compared to the data, are given by dσ ∝ |SM + NP(Λ)| 2 , where Λ generically denotes Λ αβ or Λ H . It has been strongly emphasized [6] that electron and positron beams polarization plays a crucial rôle in enhancing the sensitivity to the NP interactions and, indeed, this option is very seriously considered for the planned ILC.
The comparison between "theoretical" relative deviations, ∆O, and corresponding foreseen experimental relative uncertainties, δO, can be performed by a simple χ 2 procedure combining the initial polarization configurations and the binning of the angular range for the measured reactions [7, 8] :
The χ 2 in Eq. (6) will be a function of the mass scale Λ relevant to the contactlike interaction under consideration. The expected discovery reach on an individual interaction, i.e., the maximum value of the corresponding mass scale Λ for which a deviation caused by the interaction itself could be observed, can be assessed by assuming a situation where no deviation is observed and imposing, for 95% C.L., the constraint χ 2 ≤ 3.84. Basically, this is the way the current limits above have been obtained.
In Table 1 , we give examples of discovery reaches expected for an ILC with the "reference" parameters: √ s = 0.5 TeV; time-integrated luminosity L int = 500 fb −1 , and electron and positron longitudinal polarizations |P − | = 0.8, |P + | = 0.3. While these luminosity and beams polarization seem guaranteed at the initial stage of ILC, L int = 1000 fb −1 and |P + | of the order of 0.6 may be considered, eventually, for later runs of the machine. To obtain the results in Table 1 , binning of the angular range by ∆ cos θ = 0.2 intervals has been used in (6) , and the statistical uncertainties have been evaluated by the final fermions reconstruction efficiencies: 100% for electrons, 95% for µ and τ , 35% and 60% for c and b quarks, respectively. The dominant systematic uncertainties are found to originate from polarizations and luminosity, on which we have assumed the accuracies 0.1% and 0.5%, respectively. Earlier determinations, demonstrating the fundamental rôle of beams polarization for the discovery reaches on CI interactions, can be found, e.g., in Ref. [9] . The Table 1 In principle, different interactions may cause similar deviations in (6), and one would need to identify, among the various contact interactions, the origin of the deviations, were they observed. In this regard, the identification reach on a given contact effective interaction can be defined as the maximum value of the characteristic mass scale Λ for which the considered interaction not only can cause observable deviations from the SM, but can also be discriminated as the source of the observed deviations against the other contact interactions for all values of their respective Λs.
Earlier attempts to estimate the identification reaches on ADD and CI models in high energy e + e − reactions have been presented in Ref. [10] . We here continue with the χ 2 analysis outlined above [7, 8] .
To make an illustrative example, we assume that the ADD model (2) is found to be consistent with observed deviations. To assess the level at which this scenario can be distinguished from each of the CI models of Eq. (1), one can consider the "distances" in the (Λ H , Λ αβ ) two-dimensional planes:
LCWS/ILC 2007 In Eq. (7), symbols are analogous to Eq. (6), except that the statistical component of the uncertaintyδO is now referred to the ADD model prediction. For each pair of α, β subscripts, we can find confusion regions in the above mentioned planes, where models cannot be distinguished from each other at the 95% C.L., by imposing the conditionsχ 2 (Λ H , Λ αβ ) ≤ 3.84 for the pairs αβ = LL, RR, RL, LR. Each confusion region is enclosed by a contour that shows a minimum value of Λ H , Λ (αβ) H , below which there is no confusion, namely, the "αβ" CI model can be excluded as the source of the observed deviations for all values of Λ αβ . Clearly, the smallest of the Λ (αβ) H determines the expected identification reach on the ADD model (2) [7] . This is exemplified in Figure 1 (7), play a rôle in substantially restricting the confusion regions. This is even more evident by repeating the same procedure for the identification reaches on the CI couplings [7] .
Model-independent identification of the ADD scenario
In the previous section we compared pairs of individual contactlike interactions, (1) and (2) . More generally, we can consider the possibility that, for a given final fermion flavour f , the CI interaction can be a linear combination of all the individual interactions in Eq. (1) with free, simultaneously non vanishing, independent coupling constants η αβ /Λ 2 αβ . In this case, the corresponding identification reach on Λ H would be defined as model-independent. The observables and their deviations in Ref. (7) now simultaneously depend on all mass scales Λ αβ and Λ H as O(CI) = O(Λ LL , Λ RR , Λ RL , Λ LR ). The confusion region in the multi-parameter space (Λ H , Λ αβ ) with α, β = L, R, where the general CI model can mimic the ADD model and therefore cannot be discriminated, is determined by the conditionχ 2 ≤χ 3) (solid lines). As one can see, the rôle of polarization in restricting the confusion region is dramatic.
As indicated by Figure 2 , the contour of the confusion region identifies a minimal value of Λ H for which the CI scenario can be excluded as the source of the deviations, and we take that value as the expected model-independent identification reach on the ADD scenario (2) [8] . The numerical results for such model-independent identification reach Λ ID H at the ILC, with parameters exposed in the caption, are shown in Table 2 .
Using Eq. (3), we can turn the identification reach on Λ H obtained above, into allowed Figure 3 . More details can be found in Ref. [8] .
It should be interesting to compare our results on the M D v.s. Λ NDA allowed regions with the expectations from lepton-pair production p + p → l + l − + X (l = e, µ) at the LHC (DY). We qualitatively assume that the same value of Λ enters into the different quark, antiquark and gluon subprocesses relevant to DY. Also, we attempt to assess the discrimination of deviations from the SM predictions caused by dimension-8 tree-level exchanges, Eqs. (2) and (3), from those due to the dimension-6 AA four-fermion interaction, Eqs. (4) and (5). To this purpose, we utilize for the DY at the LHC the integrated angular "center-edge" asymmetry proposed in [11] . This observable has the property of being sensitive only to deviations from Eq. (2), but "transparent" to those from both Eq. (1) and Eq. (4). The identification reach obtained from DY at the LHC with L int = 100 fb −1 (thick dotdashed curve) is shown in Figure 3 .
As Figure 3 shows, the limits on the tree-level graviton exchange parametrized by Eq. (2) and obtained from the LHC and ILC are complementary rather than competitive. Moreover, graviton-loop effects can dominate over tree-level exchange at larger M D . In this regime, the identification of the effective operator c Υ in fermion pair production at ILC provide the most efficient probe of theories with extra dimensions. In this case, the ILC(0.5 TeV) for chosen values of the luminosity and beams polarization could be definitely superior to the LHC.
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